
From: Lori Iglesias
To: Planning-Zoning
Cc: abi@miamidade.gov; laiglesias@aol.com
Subject: Applicant :nYenisse Mink, Hearing number VARH2016-0012, Folio Number 32-2016-002-1520
Date: Tuesday, June 14, 2016 1:47:18 AM

I am opposed to all variances the applicant has applied for,1 - 9.  I live in the Town of Miami Lakes for
the very reasons of the strict buildings codes.  They are put in place for reasons that protect the next
door neighbor’s yard from flooding and water drainage issues.  The green areas also add appeal to what
Miami Lakes is all about.  Such as:  greenery, beauty,  and a welcoming appearance.  Hialeah/Hialeah
Gardens are full of concrete both in the front and back yards and no one respects the codes; therefore,
there are a lot of drainage issues and a lack of aesthetic appeal because of concrete everywhere in
place of the green areas that assist with drainage.  In addition to this, It is in my opinion that if the
variances pass this will set a precedence for others to follow.  Everyone must be held to the same code. 
We have them in place for reasons.  Let’s protect and preserve Miami Lakes and its greenery.

Respectfully,

Abe Iglesias
abi@miamidade.gov
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From: Richard Gonzalez
To: Planning-Zoning
Subject: hearing varh2016-0012
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016 1:13:53 PM

I am a resident at Royal Oak Garden Estate and I do oppose  any changes that
Yenissse Mink is proposing., period !!!
When he/she purchased that house, he/she accepted the way it was, either sale the
house, get out, but I opposed any changes.
All those changes proposed by Yenisse is to accommodate her/his needs or desire,
like I say; if the current laws does not fit her/needs, hi/she has the right to move on to
where ever his/her way or changes are allow, but keep Miami Lakes the way it is, I do
not pay $ 4,500 dollars in taxes to see Miami Lakes changing to people's way.
It's like when you have an association in your community, you either obey, comply
with it's law, or just move on and I am not willing to make any changes to fit her
desires or needs.
Than you, with regards, Mr. Gonzalez..
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